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Hiv/aids,cancer,malaria Cure Revealed In Uganda www.wasart-africa-business.com

The recent developement in water science and technology with oxysilver hydrosol. This is a unique
nutritious suppliement with healing properties in the immune system of the body. get
www.wasart-africa-business.com or www.wasart-africa.com

March 11, 2009 - PRLog -- OXYSILVER™ pioneers a new class of mineral waters providing the most
powerful immune system support in healthcare history. Used daily by people who need it, or periodically
whenever necessary to regain or sustain health, it can be relied upon more assuredly than any product ever
developed.

Silver hydrosols, in general, are superior powerful broad spectrum anti-microbials. They have been
scientifically proven safe, effective, and life-saving in hospitals and health clinics when used sparingly
according to health and environmentally-conscious recommendations. These powerful health guards
provide a wide range of practical applications as alternatives to humanly toxic and environmental
destructive chemical disinfectants, poisonous antibiotics, and risky vaccinations.
  
     
 OXYSILVER™ is produced through unique energetic processes using laser light, sound, and silver to
electro-magnetically activate the hydrosol to deliver a 528Hz frequency of natural harmony to your body.
This important harmonic is amplified by tiny, electrically-conductive, nano-sized silver particles bonded to
oxygen in this water containing pure lava-heated steam harvested on the Big Island of Hawaii. 528Hz
hydrosonics is fundamental to health, wellness, and all creation. 

So OXYSILVER™ delivers nature’s central defense against dis-ease hydrosonically and harmonically.
This amazing new mineral water transmits vibrations to your body water from molecules made of silver
covalently bonded to a multitude of oxygen atoms. This unprecendented molecule produces scientifically
proven benefits without any known risks using the small amounts recommended to produce huge health and
environmental advantages.
  
 Some people can’t imagine this, including the major corporations producing risky expensive antibiotics
and intoxicating vaccines (i.e., OxySilver’s competition).But you can help save lives, and our environment,
by using and distributing this new technology.

OxySilver’s covalently bonded silver-oxygen mineral water concentrate is entirely unique. It should not be
mistaken as a colloidal silver. Not even the finest silver hydrosols that, likewise, boast tiny nano-sized
silver particles needed to improve health and provide protective benefits are like OxySilver. Indeed,
OxySilver heralds a new generation of water-based solutions built on the excellent performance of silver
colloids and nano-particle size hydrosols. Our covalently-bonded silver-oxygen molecules are a
breakthrough so small they gently penetrate cell membranes complimenting nature’s ongoing
immunological nurturance and sustenance of human cells at the expense of pathogens.

--- End ---
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